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ABSTRACT
Recent works have focused on efficient solutions using MapReduce programming model because it is suitable for
distributed large scale data processing. For same problem this work provide different solutions with particular
constraints and properties. According to this paper, we compute KNN on MapReduce to compare different
approaches through experimental evaluation then we analyse the impact of data volume, data dimension for
different perspectives like time complexity, space complexity and accuracy. Therefore, MapReduce through its
Hadoop implementation is well suited for batch processing of static data.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays companies have started to realize there is an
untouched treasure of information sitting in
unstructured documents, hard drive and everywhere.
And hadoop is built to handle terabyte, petabytes of
data. There is an untouched documents across the
network like data mine information in email, pdf,
spreadsheets, text file all the unstructured data sitting
across the network contains answer. Answers help to
create new product refining, existing product
discovered, improve customer relation, understand
ourselves even our company better.
We have 3V challenges of Big Data to handle the data
explosion. They are:
1.1. Volume
A. CISCO Global IP was tripled in 2015 which means
it contains zettabytes range of data which is
unbelievably large file.
B. Earlier Google indexed billion pages before 2010
and after 2010 Google indexes reaches to 60 billion
pages.
C. Twitter generates 400 million tweets per day. 100
Thousand tweets in minutes equals to 15 terabytes
of data everyday.
D. Facebook have largest hadoop cluster on the planet.
They have a cluster that contains petabytes of data

and on top of that they generate half of petabyte of
data every day.
E. Two Third of North American Companies have Big
data in 5 year plan.

1.2. Velocity
Velocity is the speed at which we access data. How
processor may be fast processing , speed is still bound
by disk I/O. This is why HDFS makes more sense and
hadoop use the strength of the computing world by
bringing computation to the data rather than bringing
data to the computation and it saturates network
bandwidth. It can process data locally when we have
cluster of nodes all working together using and
harnessing the power of processor and reducing the
work bandwidth and medicating the weakness of disk
transfer rate when transfering data.
1.3. Variety
Handling structured, semi-structured, unstructured data.
Structured data are Relational world schema related
data. Semi-structured data are like json, xml, csv.
These are tag based format i.e data inside tag.
Unstructured data like email, pdf, documents, text file.
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II. METHODS AND MATERIAL
Two main components used in Hadoop are:
2.1. HDFS
HDFS is a self-healing high bandwidth cluster
storage. If we store petabyte of data inside hadoop
cluster, hdfs would break it up into blocks and
distribute across all nodes in cluster.
HDFS support Fault Tolerance; when we configure
hadoop we set replicating factor by default it is 3. We
have to make sure it make 3 copies of every block
across all the node in the cluster.
2.1 HDFS is Hadoop Distributed File System. We can
say Hadoop on Distributed File System to make data
scalable, fault tolerant, flexible, fast transfer. The aim
of Hadoop cluster is fast processing of huge amount of
data. The main component of HDFS are





Namenode
Datanode
Jobtracker(Resources manager and job scheduling)
Task tracker(Node manager and application
scheduling)

2.2. MapReduce
We get data from HDFS using MapReduce.
MapReduce is just a two Step Process:
Mapper
Programer writes the mapper function which will go
out tell the cluster what data points we want to retrieve.
Reducer
Reducer takes all the data from Mapper and aggregates
it.So, Again Hadoop is a batch processing on basis of
which we are working on all of the data in the cluster.
MapReduce working on all of the data inside cluster.
1. Algorithm for k nearest neighbour with Spark
and Big Data Hadoop
Step

1:
Import required
classes and
interface.
1. Create JavaSparkContext(…)
2. SplitOnListofDouble(…)
3. Calculatethedistance(..)
4. FindtheNearestK(..)
5. BuildingClassificationCount(..)
6. ClassifyByMajority(…)
Step 2: Handle Input Parameters
Step 3: Create Spark ContextObject(ctx)
Step 4: Broadcast Shared Objects
Step 5: Create RDDs for Query and Training data
sets
Step 6: Calculate Cartesian Product Of(R,S)
Step

7:Find the distance

(r,s)

for r in R and

s in S.
Step
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8:Group distances by r in R.
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Step 9 : Find the K nearest neighbors and
classfy r
Step 10 : Done

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The data on which the computation is done is
4.1.Trained data
4.2.Unknown data
4.3.Mapped data
And the output is:
4.1. Trained data: The data which is derived from
KNN process, to get the Cartesian product between
the trained data and the unknown data.

IV. CONCLUSION
Hadoop MapReduce is a large scale, open source
software framework dedicated to scalable, distributed,
data-intensive computing. The framework breaks up
large data into smaller parallelizable chunks and
handles scheduling. Maps each piece to an
intermediate value. Reduces intermediate values to a
solution. It is Fault tolerant, reliable, and supports
thousands of nodes and petabytes of data. The trained
data and unknown data are taken and classified to give
the Cartesian product and the distance is found through
which the appropriate output is computed.
Unknown data: The data that has to be classified in a
proper manner through
4.2. KNN and partioning it by MapReduce, which can
be used later.
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